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of OPLAk than is included in his requests, as



Were there "many searches by the FBI,were there "several additional requests 
and searches during a period of approximately four years" as stated on page 3? 

 



fre many of the document 

’ '™nore than 200,000 pages of d 

litigation 

\ 
referred to on page 3 \ 

a 

S involved in this litigation included in the 

ocuments (released,)to plaintiff"/relevant in this 

 



Does the decision (on page 4) accurately and faikly reflect what transpired 

when the district court wanted "the parties to reach an agreement among themselves?" 

 



Is a demand for "each and every fact 

Is a demand for “teach and every fact' and ‘each and every document'" 

essential to or even proper ing a discovery request the alleged sole purpose of 

wocih was to sttiees= reflect "the inadequacy of the FBI's search?" (page 4) 

 



Is it a fair, complete and accurate representation of Weisberg's opposition to 

the discovery demanded to represent (on page 4) that he alleged and alleged only 

a) "that there is no need for a government agency to take discovery from a FOIA 

plaintiff...3" 

b)that it would be "burdensome" to Weisberg only "because icoomudchxhes 

of a serious illness which would be exacerbated by responding to" the demanded 

discovery; and 

ce) that Weisberg represented only that he had SEGEABEK"already provided most 

of the information sought in his detailed appeals to OPIA?" (not most, inc aff's.) 

 



is the reflection of what transpired after Weisberg's counsel asked for two 
about discovery 

weeks in which to consult with him (pages 5 and 6) a fair and complete representation 

of the caser record with regard to Weisberg's counsel? 

 



Did the district court's "refusal to certify interlocutory appeal" on the 

question of discovery and fail 

discovery deny Weisberg due pz 

The only evidence in the 

which were ignored by the dist 

  

lure to hold a hearing on anything related to 

rocess? (Page 6) 

case record is Weisberg's unrefuted attestations, 

brict court and by this court.



/ was no live testimony taken an 

\ 

ax 

Is the awarding of "the judgement to assess expenses against Weisbere's 

counsel also" (page 6) lawful; 

Without making any findings of 

Did the district court er 

when that award is based on 

the only evidence in the case 

Did this court err in ste 

"the assessment of expenses ag 
a 8 Re ary er reree ae-eaepepeeerencnrensne re nann 

which, are entirely exculpatory 
ene verre we, 

(mies $ counsel,at trial! 

a wg annem earthy 

and could the district court properly do this 

fact? 

cr in awarding judgement gainst Weisberg's counsel 

no evidence at all and is directly contradicted by 

a b record, provide q PY Weisberg and unrefuted? 

yepesting.. Weisberg’é counsel ~—o on 
and against Weisberg 

vainst him personally" ( (page 6). n in fact there 
ence nenrnte et tree — 

1d. the only testimony at all is Weisberg's attestations 

r of his counsel? 

») 

 



Did this court misrepresent the record in stating that of the information 

requested under discovre discovery "Weisberg had already furnished much" only 

"of that material" and in limiting the means by which Weisberg furnished material 

to "his administrative appeals?" (pages 6 and 7) Oalso laterm add cites) 

 



Given the length of this litibation and the fact that the Act "vests the dirctict 

courts with equitable jurisdiction to enjoin wrendeal. withholding," did the district 

court err in ignoring all of Weisberg! s unrefuted, legnth, detailed and documented 

proofs of withholding without doing anything to "enjoing wrongful withholding" 

unrefutedly prover long before the government demanded discovery to obtain what it 

had for years ignored in those very affidavits? (Page 8) 

 



Is Martin v Neuschel, quoted on page 8 as granting the defendant "the right to 

plead whatever defense he nay have" on the merits of the case when in an FOIA case 

the defendant has not provided any attestation to searches in compliance with the 

actual FOIA request? And is the requester denied the "due process" referred to when 

at the outset of any controvery "on the merits" the district court does not require 

such an attestation from the government? 

 



Did this court misstate Weisberg's position in representing that he argued that 

he argued that under any and all conditions discovery is denied the government in 

FOIA cases when his brief is specific in stating that he argued only that under 

the conditions existing xk in this case, on which the district court held no hearings 

| 
and made no findings of fact, discovery was inappropriate? (Page 9) 

|



Could this court properly state that the government "will (not) be permitted 

to use discovery to frustrate the purposes of FOLA"x when the case record is 

clear and undisputed on the factbt that Wieberg from the very outsét, in detailed 

and cocuments appeals and affidavits specified the existence of clearly relevant 

information not searched for as well as Clearly relevant information identified 

on prior searches and not processed for disclozure to him? Opage 9) And with such 

proof in thecase record, did the district court err in ma,ing no findings of fact? 

 



Could this court properly state in the absence of any evidence before it on the 

point and did it err in stating (pages 9 and 10) that "(i)n this particular case it¢ 

is entirely possible that the individual members of the agency are not as astute or 

as knowledgeable as to what they have in their files as the plaintiff-requester" 

wee os the case record does reflect, the agency alone has and has access to xke 

all its indices; ( b) had and has case agents and supervisors in the two field 

offices wgo are subject experts With access to all indices and mk u nindexed 

materials as well as having called back from retirement the original Dallas casé 

expert for just such purposes as the decision refers to; and c) without question 

Weisberg provided an snore ee of materials, consisting of lengthy appeals 

and affidavits, thoroughly documented with the agency's own records, only to have all 

of this completely almost completely ignored by both the agency and the istrict 

| 

| 
| 

in this regard, given the fact that without tispeke refutation Weisberg had 

court? 

already done this, could t is court properly say that he had not in stating that 

"(+)he government- defendant may te properly draw on that (iee., Weisberg's) 

expertise to respond to plaintiff's FOIA reqhest." 

Does this not amount to L finding of fin fact that is 100 percent in error, that 

Weisberg had not, as he attested without refutation, provided all the information 

of which he was aware in both his affidavits and appeals?



on the question of search (on page 10), how could this court state that 

"fairness required that the agency be allowed aecess to any documents which go to 

the adequacy of the diesels. thus stating that such documents were dmrket 

withheld from the government by Weisberg, when is is umrefuted, as Weisberg 

attested repeatedly, that a) he hd provided not fewer than two full file drawers 

of such material and b) was not aware of any other relevant information he possessed? 

 



Does this court misstate what Weisberg stated with regard to the exceptional 

burdensomeness of the g discovery demands in limiting its representation ta 

' which require that he "'not stand still" and sit 
| 

"serious circulatory problems’ 

with his legs elevatated and then walk around every 20 minutes" while omitting 

what Weisberg attested to, without refutation, that he is able to use the stairs to 

his basement only a few times|a day and the files in question are in the basement? 

Does this represent prejudice and partiality by this court when it 

is aware and states (on page ) that the discovery demanded was not limited to what 

this court implies, learning 

knew bur rather demanded "eacl 

document'" bearing on this, es 

point, "the FBI had released x 

Was this court justified 

representations by the agency 

relevant 
hether it had withheld information of which Weisberg 

1 "teach and every fact'" and "teach and every 

specially when, in this court's language at the same 

hore than 200,000 pages of documents to plaintiff?" 

in citing and depending exclusively on unsworn 

s counsel, which in effect labelled Wsisberg as a 

perjurer, in suggesting that Weisberg had the pyhsical capability of complying with 

the actual discovery demanded 

affidavits with the (district 

attestation to the time those 

time in which they were filed 

day? (page 10) 

because he was allegedly "filing voluminous, detailed 

) court while ignoring Weisberg's entirely unrefuted 

in question reuired of him over the long period of 

, which time requirement was actually only minutes a 

 



Was this court's citation of Voltaire instead of the wumrefuted case record 

appropriate and proper, when it found, without citation of any evidence, none 

existing in the case record, that "it is clear that Weisberg has some system af 

his 
for determining what is in the files."(Page 11) In this regard, was it proper 

and correct for this comrt to 

kmxxe when he prepared his apy 

assistant who left him before 

and that in prepai preparing « 

almost entirely 
illnesses he was/limited to a) 

appeals the government already 

limited searches he made for 4 

which he did provide? 

ffidavits subsequent to 

locumentation not in the 

ignore Weisberg's entirely unrefuted attestationsthat 

vbeals, which was years esrlier, he had a part—time 

the first of his surgeries and their consequences, 

her departure and his 

his memoery and b) the documentation attached to the 

r had and ¢) the few and clearly described and 

appeals or affidavits and 
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Could this court properly find, in the absdnce of any evidence at all and in 

the presence of clearly opposite evidence in the case record that "(w)ith Weisberg's 

ussassiuas assistance and direction it was feasible for esar (Weisberg's tiral 

trial attorney) to respond to 

in this regard, could thi 

from Weisberg by 50 milés and 

counsel to drive a hundred mil 

the FBI's interrogatories?" 

is court properly omit the fact that Lesar is separated 

that this would have required Weisberg's unpaid 

les a day for as many days as would be required to 

provide “each and every" document and fact from what this comrt referred to as more 

than 200,000 pages as well as 

captioned 

many thousands more of the appeals and affidavits 

which the government already had? 

Also in this regard 

Algo in this regard, and 

properly decide that with his 

request and his unrefuted atte 

provided all the information ¢ 

seriously imparied health and 

Security check of less that $7 

in the absence of any evidence, could this court 

record of refusing to comply with the discovery 

>station in the case record that he had already 

xf which he was aware, that at his advanced age and 

his regular 
with income limited to his social So i Social 

550 a month, Weisberg was going to Nassist”   Lesar jand bear the extraordinary expense of providing still another set of xeroxes 

of what, without question, he|had already provided? 

Further in this regard, and again contrary to the evidence in the case record, 

was this court justified in stating that in connection with Weisberg's mamgumimend 

ass W "assistance" conjured by this court that "( 3) pparently Lesar himself felt that 

sith a course was possible"w min fact, without judicial mind-reading, the record 

is clear that Lesar had gone to Wisit Weisberg in an effort to talk him into less 
| 

than compliance with the discovery actually demanded and Weisberg had refused to 

| 
either duolicate what he had already provided or subjectbhimself to punihsment for 

perjury by swearing to what would not have complied with the discovery actually 

demanded (each and every fact | and document) e 

Again in this regard, could this court properly state that when Weisberg ekamre—~ 

|



  

. from pe 17, Do 2 

eu not Lesar had those 200,000 doc pages of FBI documents, esar “apparently 

felt capable of paring A draft response by himself." 

But if the court is correct in this, because all that Lesar had to draw 

upon is his copies of the wery| appeals and affidavits Weisberg had provided to 

the governmento does this nov constitute the court's acknowledgement that, as 

Weisberg without dispute attested, that he had already provided all the relevant 

information of which he was aware? 

 



; | | 

fy 

\ } With further regard to what consists of conjecture and mind-reading only with 

regard to Weisberg's and Tesar's capabilities relating to discovery, can this court 

properly decide on the basis of the fact that the District Court #had the -pposr 

opportunity to consider these argeuments(sic), which in fact were never mamskitexstt: 

by the Bistrict Goirt, as the case record discloses, without basing this court's 

finding on fact, without stating that the District Yourt had in fact smmmictermix 

done more than have "the oppostunt-ty" of which it did not avail itself? 

Could this court detesity extend the District Court's alleged "oppprtunity 

into what follows immediately, "(with ample evidence ketmxs to support its 

decision," without citing any such evidence, when the District Yourt did not 

hold any hearing to take any testimony, and when in fact the only evidence before 

the District Court's was Weisbere's unrefuted affidavits? 

 



Has not. this court effectively rewritten FOIA, has it not converted itself into 

a legislative rather than a judicial body? 
| | 
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< i Questions: 

. Hast this comrt converted itself into a political an activist political body, 

into a legislature? 

Were there "additional searches" ahd were there, in fact any searches to 

comply with Weisberg's FOIA requests? 

Can this - or any other court - merely make up what is congenial to a 

preconception and regard its creation as evidence? 
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When under the heading "Zhe Propriety of Dismissal as a Sanction," this court 
states (page 12) that | 

the Black Panther cases?s not in point because they 

involved "constktutional privilege," is not Weisberg entitled to the constitutional 

right to a trial, to have charges filed and evidence presented for him to confront? 

4nd in this regard, when it is undipputed that Weisberg had already given the 

government all the informbtion| relevant information of which he was aware, had he 

not met the Black Panther dtandard quoted on page 13, of "a good faith effort to 

provide full and complete answers" even before they questions were propounded? 

iinexfumcn Had Weisberg, in fact, not exceeded it when after xw= oral argument in 

this litigatin the Department of Justice wrote him that it had never, ever, received 

as much information from anyone? | 

Did this court err in this regard in its total disregard of Weisberg's evidence 

before the Dastrict Yourt in which the agency admitted receipt of this material and 

did not even question that he had provided all the material of which he was aware, 

two full file drawers of it? 

Is dismissal as a aeiigbial in an FOIA appropriate when the government did not 

make the initial searches required by its own regulations and by the Act? 

is dismissal appropriate as a sanction in this litigation when the Dallas office 

did not do any searching until long after complete compliance had been claimed and the 

New Urleans office swore that search slips dated a year before Weisberg filed his 

request are the original search slips in this litigation? 

Are not the two preceeding questions a matter concerning which the District 

Vourt was required to make a finding of fact at the very least prior to dismissal?   HGWAGANABRGHEXHBRE Can there be any relevance at all in the case law cited on 

page 15 reflecting that tks sanctions can serve the purpose of of compelling 

Weisberg to "comply promptly vith future discovery orders of the district court" 

when it is undisputed that he had already provided all the material of which he is 

aware? 

Given the unrefuted facts in this case cited above, can sanctions have the
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quoted further on page 14, of 

Can this courts decision 

to deter those who seek public 

Can this court properly s 

acting as a “deterrent? 

lact as any kind of deterrent other than sasxa 

information to serve the public good? 

tate (on page 15) that "(t)here is no argument in this 

case that appellant's noncompliance with court orders was anything other than 

willful" when there is more then mere argument, there is unquestioned testimony 

that Weisberg had already prov 

Did this court corréctly 

that appellant is not under "u 

ability to comply with discove 

where it is not refuted and wh 

actual demands ma discovery de 

Weisberg's capabilitynand even 

life? 

Given the actual evidence 

information of which he is awa 

discpvery demanded was impossi 

on page 15 that he "flouted" h 

Did Weisberg not meet his 

he had in fact provided all th 

agency had acknowledged this i 

which made compliance with the 

Is GK Properties, cited 

" scourt order to produce docu 

tfided all the relevant material of which he is aware? 

cite Societe Internationale _Qpages 14—_15) as meaning 

  

nder that part which disallows dismissal for in- 

ry order" when the only evidence in the case record, 

ere no refutation was even attempted, is that the 

mands “Each and every" fact and document) is beyond 

the attempt to comply might take the rest of his 

in the case recor, t+ at Weisberg. had provided all the 

re and that compliance with the greatly excesssive 

ble, was this court u fair to Weisberg in suggesting 

is obligations?" 

obligations when he informed the District VYourt that 

e relevant material of which he is aware, that the 

nm the case record, and of the undisputed conditions 

discovery order an actual impossibility for him? 

on page 16, relevant in this case when it involves 

ments" when it is undisputed that in this case Wsi   
Weisberg had privided those do 

Was this court correct is 

and exemption claims, without 

both parts when before the dis 

cuments prior to issuance of the corder? 

supporting both parts of the "bifurcation," search 

Lifes 
ference to the undisputed case “ry im gard to 

trict court the agency admitted recei se of 4 ormation
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it claimed to need to prove compliance and more, when his many detailed and coumented 

appeals dating to 1978 had not been acted upon and even more, when only after oral 

argument in this appeal the Debelrinent notified him in writing that it was only in 

an unspecified time in the allegedly near future going to act on them? 

Given the unrefuted evidence Weisberg produced before the Distfict Courta and the   

  

Ly euidemmmnatxatic failure to of the agency to produce any welovele 

evidence at all on these points in qisbtans was it fair for this court to describe 

the aged and seriously i11 Weisberg as "recalcitrant" and "obstreperous?" 

Was this court correct in stating t at "(+)he District Court was particularly 

close to the proceedings" when) the District Court made no finding of fact, took no 

testinony, required no Sekadninl of either party and totally ignored Weisberg's 

evidence, particularly of prior compliance?" Can this situation be fairly described 

as a judicial "proceeding?" 

Can it properly be said that the District Court was "close" to anykikmgex 

"proceedings" when Weisberg dopeated and under penalty of perjurer alleged false 

swearing to the agency with regard to both parts of the bifurcated cage, when the 

District Court ignored his attestations asked that it make a finding of fact with 

regard to agency false swearing and the District Court refused? 

Confronted with sworn allegation of false swearing by the agency with regard 

to the very questions invokved|in the discovery demand and orders, could the District 

“ourt properly reach any decision without resolving the question of false swearing 

and can this court properly reach any determination with such serious allegations   
unresolved? | 

Ought not this court have| remanded for determination of whether of not the 

agency proved provided false and as Weisberg also alleged, otherwise defective 

attestations and does not its patiuge to do so and itd decisiona against the 

victimiof the alleged false sweet reward official false swearing? (Add a 

footnote citing the reference [, phillips in the “lovle Allen case.) 
|



If the District Court and this court believe severe sanctions 

If the government and both courts believed. severe sanctions against Weisberg 

were required, why was he not cited for contempt or for swearing falsely to the 

material before the District Court? 

When the agency + reatened Wéisberg with a contempt citation and he responded 

by daring it to take Bim to trial on contempt, it is not probablg that th failure 

of the agency to make the request and the District Court to issue such an order 

is nog the most likely expoanation the fact that neither dared risk a public trial? 

on With further ¢egard to untruthfulness by the agency, when it alleged to this 

court that the District Court had #closely observed" alleged miscondaet on 

Weisberg's part when that dia eo knowingly false and entirely impossible because 

he was unable to be present before the District Court, and Weisberg informed this 

court that this representation was false and impossible, ought this court have 

ignored this official dishonesty entirely, can the courts upheold their 

constitutional independence when they are lied to and accept those lies, and 

with undisputed allegation of deliberate lying to this court by the agency, can 

it justify accepting any wopahcbatetiad from it without fesolving this serious 

matter? 

Could the District Court properly assess duplicating expenses aginst 

Weisberg's counsel, +esar, and this court agree, without any proceeding to determine 

whether or not Lesar was required in thé District of Columbia to pursue Weisberg's 

"lawful" desires, under the Stanton case? 

Was not Weisberg's declared purpose, of litigating the propreity of the 

discovery demanded in this litigation, a "lawful" purpose under Stanton? 

if Lesar had refused to do as Weisberg desired, under Stanton was he not 

subject to santcion up to and including lose of license to practise law? 

Has not the District Vout and this court by its agreement created a situation 

extremely hazardous to all lawyers who meet their obligations to their clients to 

pursue lawful desires?



Cats a District Court create end Can an appeals court support any situation 

in which no matter what a lawyer does he is subject to sanctions, and if they can, 

is any lawyer ever free and can any client expect justice from the courts? 

if the government had not had wrongful and ulterior purposes and was not 

misusing the processes of the court to avid compliance with the law, why did it 

oppose Weisberg eforr efforts to take the question of d iscovery in this case 

up on appeal separately and promptly? (Transfer this higher up) 

Tn its remand, ought not thie court have directed the District Court to determine 

whether of not it had created a Vatch-22 for law all lawyers and whether it was 

within the power of Weisberg's counsel to compel Weisberg to do what Weisberg, for 

the many unrefuted reasons he | attested to, refused to do? 

Even if Lesar were not subject to sanctions whatever he did or did not do, 

unless it is within his power to compel Weisberg to do what Weisberg refused to 

do, how can Lesar be propenty'|shmdshoa by any court — more so when as the unrefuted 

case record establishes he argve 100 miles and spent most of a day in trying to 

persuade Weisberg into some fox kid of at least pro forma compliance? 
| 
| 

| 

| 
|
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Dies not this decision by this court effective 
dimish and in some cases 

eliminate 
the constitutional 

right to representation 
by counsel? 

Does not this decision deny Weisberg of his right to ke a public trial 

prior to judicial punishment and castiagtion and reflections on his character? 

Does not this 

    

ision deny Weisberg his constitutional-right to confront 

| 

against him and deny him of his right to redress if those charges are 

frivolous, mntome< datasony lox a in any way unjust ified? 

Does not this decision deny Weisberg his constitutional right to 

publicy confront publicly nade charges against him and of his reight to iciiode 

o if those charges are frivolous, untrueg defamatory, made for wrongful and 

ulterior purpose or in any way unjustified? 

 


